In recent times we have all been made increasingly aware of the significance of single coin finds, partly because such finds are relevant to the solution of historical problems such as the regional pattern of coin circulation, and partly because of the number of rare types or completely new varieties which come to light in this way. It is desirable that single finds should be recorded promptly, accurately and in an organised manner.

The Coin Register is an annual listing, to which anyone having single finds to report from Britain or Ireland may contribute. Any Celtic, Anglo-Saxon, Norman or Plantagenet coin will be eligible down to and including the 'Tealby' type of Henry II, but entries for Roman coins and for later medieval and modern coins will be restricted to those coins which are of particular numismatic merit. The essential criterion for inclusion will be that the coin is new, by virtue of either being newly found or (if previously discovered) being hitherto unpublished. Single finds from excavation sites may be included, if it seems likely that there would otherwise be considerable delay in publication.

The listing of Celtic coins in the Coin Register is carried out in association with the Celtic Coin Index at the Institute of Archaeology, Oxford. Celtic material should therefore be sent in the first instance to Cathy King c/o the Institute of Archaeology, 36 Beaumont Street, Oxford OX1 2PG. Other material should be sent to: E.M. Besly, Department of Archaeology and Numismatics, National Museum of Wales, Cathays Park, Cardiff CF1 3NP. Potential contributors should contact either of the editors of BNJ with any queries about how to submit and set out material.
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Celtic Coins

1. Gallo-Belgic, quarter stater, class AA2, Mack 2, VA 15–1, Scheers series 8 class IIb (CCI 93.0938).
   Weight: 1.84g.
   Bosham, Hampshire.

2. Gallo-Belgic, quarter stater, class AB2, Mack 4, VA 20–1, Scheers series 8 class VII (CCI 93.0489).
   Weight: 1.70g.
   ‘Mid-Essex’.

3. Gallo-Belgic, stater, class E, Mack 27, VA 54–1, Scheers series 24 class III (CCI 93.0253).
   Weight: 6.13g.
   Norfolk.

   Weight: 6.16g.
   Kinwarton, Warwickshire.

5. Gallo-Belgic, stater, class E, Mack 27, VA 50ff, Scheers series 24 class I–IV (CCI 93.0460).
   Weight: 6.17g.
   Marks Tey, Essex.

   Weight: 2.63g.
   Hatfield Broadoak, Essex.

7. British, potin, class II, type P1 (CCI 93.0238).
   Weight: 1.58g.
   Lullingstone, Kent.

8. British, potin, Thurrock type (CCI 93.0261).
   Weight: 3.51g.
   Ashford, Kent.

   Weight: 3.24g.
   ‘North-east Kent’.

    Weight: 6.65g.
    Ely, near, Cambridgeshire.

    Weight: 6.32g.
    Great Walsingham, Norfolk.

    Weight: 5.97g.
    Ashby, Hampshire.

    Weight: 6.3g.
    Chelmondston, Suffolk.

    Weight: 6.19g.
    Chelmsford, near, Essex.

    Weight: 1.41g.
    Much Hadham, Hertfordshire.

16. British, quarter stater, similar to stater class G (CCI 93.0210).
    Obv. stylized head r., uncertain object dangling from the nose; single ring in front of the head. Surrounding motif of interlacing circles visible below and behind the head. Rev. horse r., disembodied charioteer represented by pellets above.
    Weight: 1.46g.
    Great Leys, Essex.

    Weight: 6.19g.
    Breitenham, Norfolk.

    Weight: 5.64g.
    Dersingham, Norfolk.
Weight: 5.50g.
Kempston, Bedfordshire.

20. British, stater, class LB, Mack 141 var., VA 1500–1 var. (CCI 93.0263).
Rev. horse r., winged object above with two rings behind it.
Weight: 5.76g.
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.

Weight: 1.17g.
White Roding, Essex.

Weight: 2.33g.
Newbury, Berkshire.
One of two examples from Newbury.

23. British, stater, class NA, Mack 403b, VA 620–7 (CCI 93.0369).
Weight: 5.35g.
Saham Toney, Norfolk.

24. British, quarter stater, class ND, Mack 404, VA 628–1 (CCI 93.0372).
Weight: 1.09g.
Ditchingham, Norfolk.

25. British (‘Atrebates’), quarter stater, class QC., Mack 71, VA 226–1 (CCI 93.0694).
Weight: 1.26g.
Hampshire.

26. British (‘Atrebates’), quarter stater, class QC., Mack 75 var., VA 246–1 var. (CCI 93.0459).
Weight: 0.97g.
Dorset.
This type, of which eight are now recorded in the CCI, is significantly different to Mack 75/VA 246–1 and should probably be considered as a separate type rather than a variant, though stylistically it is clearly associated with other issues in the British QC series.

27. British (‘Atrebates’), quarter stater, class QC., Mack 63 var., VA 228–1 var. (CCI 93.0475).
Obv. stylized wreathed head, possibly with ‘hidden face’ below the wreath.
Rev. triple-tailed horse r., reversed S on its side below, snake or similar beast above.
Weight: 1.29g.

Weight: 0.93g.
Bidford on Avon, Warwickshire.

Weight: 1.52g.
South Ockendon, Essex.

Rev. [S]A.
Weight: 2.50g.
‘North-east Kent’.

Rev. TINC.
Weight: 1.28g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire.

Rev. EPP COM F.
Weight: 1.16g.
Beedon, Buckinghamshire.

Obv. COMF.
Rev. VIRI.
Weight not available.
Between Blewbury and Streatley, Oxfordshire.

34. ‘Atrebates’, silver unit of Verica, Mack 115, VA 470–1 (CCI 93.0478).
Obv. COM. F.
Rev. VIRI.
Weight: 1.34g.
East Ilsley, near, Buckinghamshire.

35. ‘Atrebates’, silver unit of Verica, VA 471–1 var. (CCI 93.0268).
Obv. COMF.
Rev. [VI] IR.
Weight: 1.21g.
Winchester, near, Hampshire.
Reverse reads VI IR rather than VI RI.
36. 'Atrebates', silver unit of Verica, VA 506–1 (CCI 93.0272).
   *Obv.* VERICA REX.
   *Rev.* COMMIF.
   Weight: 1.04g.
   Chichester, near West Sussex.

37. 'Atrebates', silver unit of Verica, VA 506–1 (CCI 93.0362).
   *Obv.* V1R1CA REX.
   *Rev.* COMMIF.
   Weight: 1.14g.
   Cote near Aston, Oxfordshire.

38. 'Trinovantes', silver unit, class LX 8, Mack 437, VA 1552–1 (CCI 93.0100).
   Weight: 0.74g.
   Wendover, Buckinghamshire, in a field south of Boddington hillfort.

39. 'Trinovantes', stater of Addedomaros, Mack 267, VA 1620–1 (CCI 93.0495).
   Weight: 5.44g.
   Much Hadham, Hertfordshire.

40. 'Trinovantes', silver unit of Dubnoverlaunus in Essex, VA 1663–1 (CCI 93.0208).
    *Rev.* [DVBNOVERLAUNOS].
    Weight: 1.06g.
    Harlow, Essex.

41. 'Trinovantes', bronze unit of Dubnoverlaunus in Essex, class LX 24, Mack 277, VA 1665–1 (CCI 93.0209).
    Weight: 1.50g.
    Harlow, Essex.

42. 'Trinovantes', bronze unit, class LX 23, Mack 281, VA 1669–1 (CCI 93.0280).
    *Rev.* legend off flan.
    Weight: 1.83g.
    Braughing, Hertfordshire.

43. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Tasciovanus, Mack 161, VA 1669–1 (CCI 93.0075).
    *Obv.* legend worn.
    *Rev.* TASCIA.
    Weight: 1.38g.
    Said to have been found in Oxfordshire.

44. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Tasciovanus, Mack 179, VA 1713–1 (CCI 93.0353).

45. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Tasciovanus, Mack 180, VA 1820–1 (CCI 93.0703).
    *Rev.* VI[R].
    Weight: 1.72g.
    Between Dunstable and Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire.

46. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Rues, Mack 189, VA 1890–1 (CCI 93.0169).
    Weight: 1.83g.
    'North Essex'.
    Legends not visible.

47. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Dias, new type (CCI 93.0702).
    *Obv.* plain cross over saltire cross within square, the whole enclosed by a pellet border and an interlaced rope motif.
    Weight: 1.01g.
    Between Dunstable and Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire.
    The type is listed in Seaby's catalogue as 173A; one example is published in Mossop, lot 302. The CCI has records of five.

48. 'Catuvellauni', quarter stater of Cunobelin, linear style, Mack 209 var., VA 1927–1 var. (CCI 93.0488).
    *Obv.* CAM.
    *Rev.* CVN.
    Weight: 1.36g.
    'Mid Essex'.
    Obverse appears to lack the V of CAMV.

49. 'Catuvellauni', quarter stater of Cunobelin, wild style, Mack 209, VA 1935–1 (CCI 93.0024).
    *Obv.* [C]AM[V].
    *Rev.* CVN.
    Weight: 1.39g.
    Fingringhoe/Rowhedge area, Essex.

50. 'Catuvellauni', quarter stater of Cunobelin, plastic A style, Mack 204 var., VA 2015–1 var. (CCI 93.0175).
    *Obv.* CAM[V].
    *Rev.* CVN.
    Weight: 1.35g.
    Chelmsford, near Essex.
    Triangle of three pellets above horse rather than usual single pellet. From the same dies as the following coin.
51. 'Catuvellauni', quarter stater of Cunobelin, plastic
A style, Mack 204-var., VA 2015-1 var. (CCI 93.0297).
*Obv.* [C]AMV.
*Rev.* CVN.
*Weight:* 1.38g.
*Said to have been found in Headington, Oxford."

Triangle of three pellets above horse rather than usual single pellet. From the same dies as the preceding coin.

52. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack 215, VA 2045-1 (CCI 93.0010).
*Obv.* CAMV.
*Rev.* CVN[O].
*Weight:* 1.19g.
*Fingringhoe/Rowhedge area, Essex.

Note obverse legend of CAMV, not CAMVL.

53. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack 215 var., VA 2045-1 var. (CCI 93.0012).
*Obv.* CAM VL.
*Rev.* CVN[O].
*Weight:* 1.22g.
*Fingringhoe/Rowhedge area, Essex.

Note variant position of obverse legend, with CAM in front of face and VL behind.

54. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack 219, VA 2049-1 (CCI 93.0023).
*Obv.* [C]AMLVL.
*Rev.* CVNO.
*Weight:* 1.12g.
*Fingringhoe/Rowhedge area, Essex.

55. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack 254, VA 2067-1 (CCI 93.0267).
*Obv.* CVN.
*Rev.* CAMVL.
*Weight:* 0.92g.
*Winchester, near, Hampshire.

56. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, Mack 255, VA 1949-1 (CCI 93.0619).
*Obv.* CVN.
*Rev.* monogram off flan.
*Weight:* 1.14g.
*Lexden, Essex.

57. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, new type (CCI 93.0009).
*Obv.* plant or stylized corn-ear within circle; CVNOBELINVS around, pellet border.
*Rev.* male figure r., CAMV.
*Weight:* 1.2g.
*Fingringhoe/Rowhedge area, Essex.

Five examples of this type are now recorded in the CCI; one has been published by D. Symons, 'Celtic Coinage of Britain: some amendments and additions', *NCirc* 98 (March, 1990), 50 no. 63. See also the following coin.

58. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, new type (CCI 93.0168).
*Obv.* CVN[O]BEL[INVS].
*Rev.* CAMV.
*Weight:* 1.06g.
*Dartford, Kent, on the A2 extension.*

Same type as preceding coin.

59. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, new type (CCI 93.0022).
*Obv.* CAM in central panel, v above and perhaps l. below; the whole within a circle, surrounded by a pellet border and another plain circle.
*Rev.* uncertain animal, perhaps a dog, l.; CVNO below.
*Weight:* 1.15g.
*Fingringhoe/Rowhedge area, Essex.

One other example of this type is recorded from excavations at Harlow Temple, Essex.

60. 'Catuvellauni', silver unit of Cunobelin, new type (CCI 93.0652).
*Obv.* bust r., CV[NO] behind and BELINVS in front.
*Rev.* Victory walking r., TASCHIOV[. . .] around.
*Weight:* 1.28g.
*Icknield Way, Buckinghamshire.*

One of seven examples in the CCI; one is published in Mossop, lot 330.

61. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack 229, VA 2085-1 (CCI 93.0257).
*Obv.* CAMVL.
*Rev.* CVN. The animal is probably a she-wolf, not a horse.
*Weight:* 2.01g.
*East Anglia.*

62. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack 243, VA 2091-1 (CCI 93.0454).
*Obv.* legend off flan.
*Rev.* [TASCHIOVANITI] F.
*Weight:* 2.27g.
*Suffolk.*

63. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack 245, VA 1983-1 (CCI 93.0013).
*Obv.* CVNOBEL[INVS].
*Rev.* legend not visible.
*Weight:* 2.54g.
*Fingringhoe/Rowhedge area, Essex.*
64. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack 248, VA 2097-1 (CCI 93.0170).
Obv: CVN[0]BELIN.
Rev: TASCIO.
Weight: 2.53g.
‘North Essex’.

65. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack 248, VA 2097-1 (CCI 93.0496).
Obv: CVNOBELIN.
Rev: TASCIO.
Weight: 1.56g.
Much Hadham, Hertfordshire.

66. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack 252, VA 2105-1 (CCI 93.0020).
Obv: legend not visible.
Rev: [CA]MV.
Weight: 2.2g.
Fingringhoe/Rowhedge area, Essex.

67. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack 252, VA 2105-1 (CCI 93.00461).
Obv: CVNO.
Rev: CAMV.
Ipswich, near, Suffolk.

68. 'Catuvellauni', bronze unit of Cunobelin, Mack 260, VA 2109-1 (CCI 93.0014).
Obv: [C]VN[0].
Rev: CAM.
Weight: 2.1g.
Fingringhoe/Rowhedge area, Essex.

69. 'Iceni', silver unit, class LX 10, Bury A (Gregory), Mack 438, VA 80-1 (CCI 93.0498).
Weight: 1.39g.
Thetford, Norfolk.

70. 'Iceni', silver unit, class LX 10, Bury A (Gregory), Mack 438, VA 80-1 (CCI 93.0456).
Weight: 1.40g.
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk.

71. 'Iceni', silver unit, class LX 10, Bury A (Gregory), Mack 438, VA 80-1 (CCI 93.0455).
Weight: 1.28g.
Brettenham, Suffolk.

72. 'Iceni', silver unit, class LX 10, Bury A (Gregory), Mack 438, VA 80-1 (CCI 93.0426).
Weight: 1.40g.
Bury St Edmunds, near, Suffolk.

73. 'Iceni', silver unit, class LX 10, Bury A (Gregory), Mack 438, VA 80-1 (CCI 93.0373).
Weight: 1.34g.
Norborough, Norfolk.

74. 'Iceni', silver unit, Bury B (Gregory) (CCI 93.0429).
Weight: 1.34g.
Walsingham, Norfolk.

75. 'Iceni', silver unit, Bury B (Gregory) (CCI 93.0262).
Weight: 1.43g.
Thetford, Norfolk.

76. 'Iceni', silver unit, Bury C (Gregory) (CCI 93.0427).
Weight: 1.47g.
Cottenham, Suffolk.

77. 'Iceni', silver unit, early face/horse B (Gregory) (CCI 93.0463).
Weight: 0.67g.
Norwich, near, Norfolk.

78. 'Iceni', silver unit, early face/horse C (Gregory) (CCI 93.0688).
Weight: 0.94g.
Stonea, Cambridgeshire.

79. 'Iceni', plated silver unit, boar/horse B, Mack 408, VA 657-1 (CCI 93.0458).
Weight: 1.28g.
Sudbury, near, Suffolk.

80. 'Iceni', silver unit, boar/horse B, Mack 408, VA 657-1 (CCI 93.0457).
Weight: 0.71g.
Suffolk.

81. 'Iceni', silver unit, boar/horse C, Mack 409, VA 659-3 (CCI 93.0624).
Weight: 0.78g.
Framlingham, Norfolk.

82. 'Iceni', silver unit, boar/horse C, Mack 409, VA 659-1 (CCI 93.0368).
Weight: 0.69g.
 Saham Toney, Norfolk.
83. ‘Iceni’, silver unit, normal face/horse A, Mack
   413, VA 790–1 (CCI 93.0430).
   Weight: 1.24g.
   Norfolk.

84. ‘Iceni’, bronze core of plated silver unit, normal
   face/horse B/C, Mack 413d, VA 792–1 (CCI 93.0374).
   Weight: 1.41g.
   Foulden, Norfolk.

85. ‘Iceni’, bronze core of plated silver unit,
   pattern/horse ECE, Mack 424, VA 730–1 (CCI 93.0375).
   Rev. legend not visible.
   Weight: 1.35g.
   Foulden, Norfolk.

86. ‘Iceni’, silver unit, pattern/horse ECE B, Mack 427,
   VA 762–1 (CCI 93.0242).
   Rev. ECE.
   Weight: 1.01g.
   Wereham, Norfolk.

87. ‘Iceni’, silver unit, pattern/horse ECE B (reversed),
   Mack 428, VA 766–1 (CCI 93.0243).
   Rev. (reversed).
   Weight: 0.86g.
   Wereham, Norfolk.

88. ‘Iceni’, silver unit, pattern/horse ANTED, Mack
   419, VA 710–1 (CCI 93.0490).
   Rev. legend off flan.
   Weight: 0.84g.
   ‘Mid-Essex’.

89. ‘Iceni’, silver unit, pattern/horse ANTED, Mack
   420, VA 711–1 (CCI 93.0618).
   Rev. ATD monogram.
   Weight: 0.87g.
   Wells next the Sea, Norfolk.

90. ‘Iceni’, silver minim or half-unit, Mack 417a, VA
   683–1 (CCI 93.0366).
   Weight: 0.43g.
   Gayton, Norfolk.

91. ‘Iceni’, silver half-unit, new type (CCI 93.0616).
   Obv. boar r., mostly off lower part of flan; above is a
   complex group of motifs, including an S-shape with pellets
   at intervals along the curves and in the centre of each loop,
   and a motif resembling the rear part of the body and tail of
   a fish, placed vertically; to the right of this are four
   horizontal lines with varying numbers of irregularly-spaced
   pellets extending off the right hand edge of the flan.
   Rev. horse r., pellet between legs and beneath tail;
   above is a wheel with a tail extending off the flan.
   Weight: 0.40g.
   Possibly from Thetford, Norfolk.
   The reverse recalls some of the early face/horse C
   types (Gregory, pl. 9.21–23).

92. ‘Iceni’, silver unit, boar/horse new type (CCI
   93.0469).
   Obv. boar r., on exergual line beneath which are vertical
   lines; between the legs of the boar is a pellet in a ring
   of pellets.
   Rev. horse r., with open head and pellet for eye,
   standing on exergual line and decoration similar to
   obverse; five pellets around a pellet below the horse,
   four-spoked wheel with simple cross on either side
   above; decoration continues upwards but is off the flan
   on this example.
   Weight: 0.95g.
   Wimblington, Cambridgeshire.
   Two very similar coins are recorded in the CCI,
   including one published in Mossop, lot 80 (fifth coin).

93. ‘Corieltauvi’, bronze core of plated stater, class B
   (British H), Mack 51, VA 800–6 (CCI 93.0381).
   Weight: 5.37g.
   Bucklandwharf, Buckinghamshire.

94. ‘Corieltauvi’, stater, class M, Mack 447, VA
   825–1 (CCI 93.0636).
   Weight: 4.36g.
   North Ferriby, Humberside.

95. ‘Corieltauvi’, stater, class O, Mack 449, VA
   811 (CCI 93.0250).
   Weight: 5.08g.
   Ludford Magna, Lincolnshire.

96. ‘Corieltauvi’, silver unit, class G, Mack 405 var.,
   VA 857–3 var. (CCI 93.0346).
   Weight not available.
   Seaford, near, Lincolnshire.
   The front left leg of the horse bent backwards from
   the knee, and the three pellets below the horse’s head,
   are unusual features.

97. ‘Corieltauvi’, silver unit, class I, Mack 451, VA
   864–1 (CCI 93.0462).
   Weight: 1.45g.
   York, North Yorkshire.

98. ‘Corieltauvi’, silver unit, class U, Mack 410, VA
   875–2 (CCI 93.0258).
   Weight: 1.35g.
   Caister on Sea, Norfolk.
99. 'Corieltauvi', silver unit, class V, Mack 452, VA 877-7 (CCI 93.0244).
   Weight: 1.10g.
   Wereham, Norfolk.

P. de J.

100. 'Corieltauvi', silver half-unit, perhaps class ZA, Mack 455, VA 879-1 (CCI 93.0271).
    Weight: 0.47g.
    Thetford, Norfolk.

P. de J.

    Obv. BODVO[c].
    Weight: 5.30g.
    Kenilworth, Warwickshire.

P. J. W.

102. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class A, Mack 376, VA 1020-1 (CCI 93.0355).
    Weight: 1.20g.
    Harwell, Oxfordshire.

C. E. K.

103. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class A, Mack 376, VA 1020-1 (CCI 93.0291).
    Weight: 1.01g.
    Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire.

P. J. W.

104. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class A, Mack 376, VA 1020-1 (CCI 93.0066).
    Weight not available.
    Wantage, near, Oxfordshire.
    Found separately from the following coin.

R. V. A.

105. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class A, Mack 376, VA 1020-1 (CCI 93.0067).
    Weight not available.
    Wantage, near, Oxfordshire.
    Found separately from the preceding coin.

R. V. A.

106. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class B, Mack 378, VA 1042-1 (CCI 93.0293).
    Weight: 1.01g.
    Cleeve Prior, Worcestershire.

P. J. W.

107. 'Dobunni', silver unit, probably class B, Mack 378, VA 1042-1 (CCI 93.0149).
    Weight: 1.14g.
    Newbury, Berkshire.

C. E. K.

108. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class C, Mack 378a, VA 1045-1 (CCI 93.0270).
    Weight: 0.76g.
    Bagendon, near, Gloucestershire.

P. J. W.

109. 'Dobunni', silver unit, probably class C, Mack 378a, VA 1045-1 (CCI 93.0287).
    Weight: 1.19g.
    Childswickham, Worcestershire.

P. J. W.

110. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class D, Mack 379, VA 1049-1 (CCI 93.0588).
    Weight: 0.94g.
    Between Didcot and Wantage, Oxfordshire.

P. de J.

111. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class F, Mack 382, VA 1078-1 (CCI 93.0240).
    Weight: 0.60g.
    Drayton, Hampshire.

P. J. W.

112. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class J, Mack 383, VA 1135-1 (CCI 93.0354).
    Weight: 0.91g.
    Merton, Oxfordshire.

C. E. K.

113. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class I, Mack 383, VA 1135-1 (CCI 93.0292).
    Weight: 0.62g.
    Chesterton, Warwickshire.

P. J. W.

114. 'Dobunni', silver unit, class M, Mack 384a, VA 1175-1 (CCI 93.0414).
    Weight: 0.88g.
    Dorset.

P. de J.

115. 'Dobunni', silver unit, new type (CCI 93.0207).
    Obv. head i., hair formed of triple strands of beaded lines.
    Rev. triple-tailed horse r., tail formed of beaded lines; four-spoked wheel with beaded rim in front of horse's chest, connected to junction of neck and head; cogwheel connected to beaded mane above, cogwheel or birdlike head (cf. Dobunnic A) below.
    Weight: 0.74g (fragment).
    Beedon, Berkshire.

See Coin Register, ANJ 60 (1990), pl. 34, 132, for a clearer example.

C. E. K.

116. 'Durotriges', silver stater, Mack 317, VA 1235-1 (CCI 93.0464).
    Weight: 5.07g.
    Cattistock, Dorset.

P. de J.

117. 'Durotriges', billon stater, Mack 317, VA 1235-1 (CCI 93.0413).
    Weight: 4.03g.
    Dorset.

P. de J.
118. ‘Durotriges’, bronze or very base silver stater, Mack 318, VA 1290–1 (CCI 93.0583). Weight: 3.11g. Tarrant Hinton, Dorset.

P.J.W.


P. de J.


P. de J.

121. ‘Durotriges’, silver quarter stater, Mack 319, VA 1260–1 (CCI 93.0239). Weight: 0.83g. Drayton, Hampshire.

P. de J.

122. Quarter stater(?), new type (CCI 93.0345). Obv. struck with obliterated die, the only features of the design visible being a number of pellets around the (nominally) top edge of the flan. Rev. reversed S-shape with indecipherable decoration of pellets and arcs to each side. Weight: 1.03g. Somerton, Somerset.

This coin, which is markedly cup-shaped, seems to belong to the group of scyphate types published by J. May. ‘The earliest gold coinages of the Corieltauvi?’, Celtic Coinage: Britain and beyond, edited by M. Mays (BAR 222, 1992). The scattered provenances of the few recorded examples do not yet allow a firm attribution.

P. de J.

123. Silver unit, new type perhaps of Dubnovellaunus in Essex (CCI 93.0681). Obv. stylized head r., three sides of rectangular box representing the profile of the nose, the forehead and a line in front of the ear; hair formed of plain lines projecting left and right from two lines extending upwards from the line of the forehead. Rev. horse l., large pellet in ring of pellets below, circle enclosing ring of small pellets above. Weight: 1.09g. Ashling, Essex.

This coin is very closely related to two bronze coins published in Coin Register, BNJ 62 (1992), nos 199–200, and may indicate that they were originally plated, or that varieties exist in both silver and bronze. The style is reminiscent of some issues of Dubnovellaunus in Essex, in particular Mack 281/VA 1669–1 (class LX 23).

P. de J.

124. Silver unit, new type (CCI 93.0682). Obv. two serpents back to back and head to tail, each with a pellet in its large gaping mouth; diagonal of three pellets from tail to tail. Symmetrical decoration of arcs and rings above and below the serpents. Rev. horse l., large pellet in ring for eye; pellet in ring above, pellets below. Circle below head linked to junction of head and neck. Weight: 1.40g. Eastbourne, East Sussex.

Another example was published in Coin Register, BNJ 62 (1992), no. 188, revealing more details of the decoration above the horse; a third example was acquired in February 1993 by the late Mr Ian Finney (Birmingham Museum, FL 658).

P. de J.

125. Silver unit, worn, new type (CCI 93.0626). Obv. head l., hair formed of large crescents. Rev. horse r., wheel below. Weight: 1.03g. Hatfield Broad Oak, Essex.

P. de J.

126. Silver unit, new type (CCI 93.0628). Obv. head r., hair formed of at least five triple crescents; two above line of forehead, one behind and two below; eye represented by pellet in ring, lips by two pellets; several other pellet in rings on and around the head, the whole enclosed by a pellet border. Rev. horse r., large pellet in ring representing head; forelegs divided in two up the knee. Lyre with four chords placed vertically below the horse; various rings and pellets in rings in field. Weight: 1.16g. Lavenham, Suffolk.

Eight examples of this type are now recorded in the CCI; published examples are in the Coin Registers of BNJ 60 (1990), nos 141–143 and BNJ 61 (1991), no. 75, and in D. Symons, ‘Celtic Coinage of Britain: some amendments and additions’, NCirc (March, 1990), 48 no. 51. An attribution to Dubnovellaunus in Kent now seems unlikely; the type is certainly from north of the Thames.

P. de J.

127. Silver half-unit, new type (CCI 93.0467). Obv. triple-headed snakelike monster, a spear projecting from each mouth; pellet in ring ornaments in field. Rev. horse l., pellet in rings above and below. Weight: 0.46g. Lavenham, Suffolk.

This coin is very closely related to two bronze coins published in Coin Register, BNJ 62 (1992), nos 199–200, and may indicate that they were originally plated, or that varieties exist in both silver and bronze. The style is reminiscent of some issues of Dubnovellaunus in Essex, in particular Mack 281/VA 1669–1 (class LX 23).

P. de J.

128. Bronze unit, worn, new type probably of Dubnovellaunus in Kent (CCI 93.0623). Obv. head l., hair in five or six rolls projecting from forehead and rear of cheek.

P. de J.
144 COIN REGISTER

Rev. horse, probably Pegasus, r., with ring on shoulder; pellets below tail and below horse's body; beneath the latter a cross-hatched box.
Weight: 1.14g.
Stonea, Cambridgeshire.

Almost certainly to be associated with the coins of Dubnovellaunus in Kent, such as the silver unit VA 165-1.

P. de J.

129. Bronze unit, new type (CCI 93.0683).
Obv. dragonlike beast r., with its head turned back over its shoulder; rings and pellets in rings in field.
Rev. horse r., ridden by very thin figure with long right leg descending below horse.
Weight: 1.65g.
Puckeridge, Hertfordshire.

An example of this type, but on a silver flan, was published in Coin Register, BNI 62 (1992), no. 187, with a misinterpretation of the reverse; the type has also been discussed by S. Bean, Celtic Coin Bulletin 1 (1991), p. 7. The style of the horse, in particular, links this production to Evans G12, previously thought to be Belgic but now recognized as a British production, with over 30 provenances to the north of the Thames.

P. de J.

Obv. left-facing head of Apollo.
Rev. left-facing horse, with a flower design of a pellet surrounded by a ring of pellets, and above the horse a pattern of pellets representing the stylized remains of a charioteer.
Weight not recorded.
Leatherhead, near, Surrey, 1992. Found by Mr T. Pickard. For other coins from this site see list at no. 193.

J.W.

131. Atrebates, silver unit, VA 355-1.
Obv. stylized head left.
Rev. reversed 'S' figure below horse, 'E' symbol above horse.
Weight not recorded.
Leatherhead, near, Surrey, 1992. Found by Mr T. Pickard. For other coins from this site see list at no. 193.

J.W.

Roman Coins

132. Constantine II as Caesar, AD 317-37, VOTA PVBLICA issue, mint of Rome.
Obv. [CO]NSTANT[INVS IVN NOB C], bust, laur. dr. and cuir., seen from front, r.
Rev. VOTA PVBLICA, Anubis standing l., holding sistrum and caduceus.
Weight: 0.68g. Die-axis: 180°.
Princethorpe, Warwicks. Found by Mr J.P. Shields, October 1993; since acquired by Warwick Museum (N6344).
Obverse as A. Alfoldi, A Festival of Isis in Rome, Diss. Pannonicae (Budapest, 1937), 36; reverse as Alfoldi 35. This appears to be the first published record of a VOTA PVBLICA issue being found in Britain; another (Alfoldi 37), in the National Museum of Wales, was found in the 1947-8 excavations at Pound Lane, Caerwent, Gwent (publication forthcoming). (Illustrated x2).

R.F.B.

133. Honorius, gold solidus, Milan, RIC 35c.
(Not illustrated).

C.P.B.

134. Honorius, gold solidus, Milan, RIC 35c.
Weight: 4.43g.
(Not illustrated).

C.P.B.

Byzantine Coin

135. Maurice Tiberius (582–602), bronze decanummium, mint of Catania, Sicily, year 16 (597/8).
Obv. illegible.
Rev. I flanked by [ANNOJXG, with CAT in exergue.
Weight: 1.40g (21.6gr). Edge serrated.
Thelnetham parish, Suffolk. M/d find, site recorded on Suffolk SMR (THE 016).

Although the obverse is illegible, decanummia are only known to have been struck at Catania between c. 582 and 606. The regnal year XG (16) on the reverse therefore identifies it as a coin of Maurice. Byzantine coins found in England are often presumed to be modern losses, but there is no reason to think this is not ancient; there is evidence of Anglo-Saxon activity in the general area.

M.A.S.B./J.N.

Merovingian Coin

136. Tremissis, Quentinovic, moneyer Dutta.
Obv. + VVICCO FIT. Bust right.
Rev. DVTTA MONET. Cross on steps.
Weight: 1.245g (19.2gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Great Mongeham, Kent. M/d find by Mr L. Hummel, 12 September 1993.

D.H.

Thrymsa

137. Thrymsa, 'two emperors' type.
Obv. bust r., diadem and wearing cuirass.
Rev. stylized figure of victory enfolding the heads of two small busts.
COIN REGISTER

Weight: 0.90g (13.9gr).
Norwich, Greyfriars. In excavation by Norfolk Archaeological Unit, 1993 (small find no. 1244).
J.A.D.

146. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, North 168, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes. Radiate bust to right.
Rev. pseudo-legend. Cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.19g (18.3gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown).
Shottisham, near Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1993. Precise findspot in Suffolk SMR.
Finds from the site include material from the fifth century to the period of this sceat but not later.
M.M.A./J.N.

147. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, North 168, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes. Radiate bust to right.
Rev. pseudo-legend. Cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.22g (18.8gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown).
Bentley, near Ipswich, Suffolk, 1993. Same site as no. 181. Precise findspot in Suffolk SMR.
M.M.A./J.N.

148. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, North 168, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes. Very devolved radiate head to right.
Rev. pseudo-legend. Cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 0.86g (13.2gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown).
Isle of Wight, no further details, summer 1993. Found by Mr B. White. Same site as nos 170 and 177 and as noted in CR 1992, no. 323.
M.M.A.

149. Sceat, 'Continental runic' type, Series D, BMC 2c.
Weight: 1.13g (17.4gr).
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, site 28254. M/d find, 1993.
J.A.D.

150. Sceat, 'Continental runic' type, Series D, BMC 2c, variant.
Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr).
J.A.D.

151. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Frisian.
Weight: 1.12g (18.6gr).
Narborough, Norfolk. M/d find, April 1993.
J.A.D.

152. Sceat, Series D, BMC 8, North 50.
Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr).
West Winch, Norfolk, site 28120. M/d find, September 1993.
J.A.D.

Sceattas

Obv. OTIC. Diademed bust to right.
Rev. devolved standard, tufa on top, annulet below, uncertain letters or motifs at sides.
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr). Die-axis: 0°.
Bredfield, near Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1993. Same site as no. 213. Precise fmdspot in Suffolk SMR.
The plugged piercing below the head shows that this coin had been made into a pendant and had then been returned to its original monetary function.
M.M.A./J.N.

139. Sceat, East Saxon type, Series BII, BMC 27b, North 128.
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr), Die-axis: 90°.
Great Mongeham, near Deal, Kent. M/d find by Mr B. Fisher, 12 September 1993.
D.H./D.J.S.

140. Sceat, base, silver plated, Series BII, BMC 27b, North 128.
Weight: 0.86g (13.2gr). Die-axis: 45°.
Hindringham, Norfolk, site 18496. M/d find, 1993.
J.A.D.

141. Sceat, Series B, BMC 27b, North 126.
Weight: 1.11g (17.1gr), Die-axis: 180°.
Wormegay, Norfolk, site 3453. M/d find, 1993.
J.A.D.

142. Sceat, Series C, BMC 2b, North 161, Kent or East Anglia?
Obv. [apa] in runes. Radiate bust to right.
Rev. devolved standard with TTTT around central pellet-in-circle, a cross on the three visible sides and at the two visible corners.
Weight: 0.97g (15.0gr), Die-axis: 0° (as shown).
G.T.D.

143. Sceat, Series C, BMC 2b, moneyer Epa.
Weight: 1.03g (15.9gr).
Burgh Castle, Norfolk, site 17261. M/d find, April 1993.
J.A.D.

144. Sceat, Series C, BMC 2b, North 161, moneyer Epa.
Weight: 0.93g (14.3gr).
Hindringham, Norfolk, site 25071. M/d find, 1993.
J.A.D.

Weight: 1.23g (18.9gr). Die-axis: 90°.
D.H.

146. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, North 168, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes. Radiate bust to right.
Rev. pseudo-legend. Cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.19g (18.3gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown).
Shottisham, near Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1993. Precise findspot in Suffolk SMR.
Finds from the site include material from the fifth century to the period of this sceat but not later.
M.M.A./J.N.

147. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, North 168, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes. Radiate bust to right.
Rev. pseudo-legend. Cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 1.22g (18.8gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown).
Bentley, near Ipswich, Suffolk, 1993. Same site as no. 181. Precise findspot in Suffolk SMR.
M.M.A./J.N.

148. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, North 168, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-runes. Very devolved radiate head to right.
Rev. pseudo-legend. Cross with a pellet in each angle.
Weight: 0.86g (13.2gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown).
Isle of Wight, no further details, summer 1993. Found by Mr B. White. Same site as nos 170 and 177 and as noted in CR 1992, no. 323.
M.M.A.

149. Sceat, 'Continental runic' type, Series D, BMC 2c.
Weight: 1.13g (17.4gr).
Great Walsingham, Norfolk, site 28254. M/d find, 1993.
J.A.D.

150. Sceat, 'Continental runic' type, Series D, BMC 2c, variant.
Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr).
J.A.D.

151. Sceat, Series D, BMC 2c, Frisian.
Weight: 1.12g (18.6gr).
Narborough, Norfolk. M/d find, April 1993.
J.A.D.

152. Sceat, Series D, BMC 8, North 50.
Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr).
West Winch, Norfolk, site 28120. M/d find, September 1993.
J.A.D.
153. Sceat, Series D, BMC 8, North 50, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. devolved standard composed of square with curving sides; inside, around pellet-in-annulet, two bars with pelletted ends, and two bars with only one end with a pellet.
Rev. pelleted cross with three pellets below, all within a circle of large pellets.
Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr).
Little Abington, Cambs., spring 1993. Found by Mr W. Baillie.
The style of this coin is irregular.

154. Sceat, Series D, BMC 8, North 50, Lower Rhineland.
Obv. pseudo-legend. Cross with a pellet in each angle.
Rev. devolved standard, central pellet-in-annulet surrounded by three bars with pellet at one end and one angle; tufa at top, annulet at left and bases of crosses (?) at other two sides.
Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr).
Hitchin, Herts., spring 1993. Found by Mr Eldridge.
The same site as no. 156.

155. Sceat, Series D, BMC 8, var.
Obv. Degraded 'standard', consisting of a large pelleted annulet in centre, surrounded by four bars, with pellets in three of the angles. Circular border of pellets.
Rev. Cross with a bar to the left and three pellets scattered. Circular border of pellets.
Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr).
Burgh Castle, Norfolk, site 13227. M/d find, April 1993.
Similar to example from Great Bircham, Norfolk (BNJ 56, 84, no. 93).

156. Sceat, 'porcupine', Series E, Primary phase, Frisia.
Obv. 'porcupine' with HII below.
Rev. devolved VICO type.
Weight: 1.23g (19.0gr).
Hitchin, Herts., spring 1993. Found by Mr Eldridge.
The same site as no. 154.

Obv. 'porcupine' with triangle at right.
Rev. standard with I, I, I, V around central annulet, three joined chevrons at one side and three pellets at adjacent side.
Weight: 1.21g (18.6gr). Die-axis: c. 225° (as shown).
The same site as no. 294.

Obv. 'porcupine' to right, x below.

Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr). Die-axis: 70°.
The same site as nos 174, 182 and 233.

Weight: 1.22g (18.8gr).
Burnham Market, Norfolk, site 18496. M/d find, 1993.

Weight: 0.94g (14.5gr). Die-axis: 270°.

162. Sceat, 'porcupine', Series E.
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr).
West Rudham, Norfolk, site 28131. M/d find, 1993.

Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr).
Thelethenham, Suffolk, 1992. M/d find, findspot recorded on the Suffolk SMR.

164. Sceat, Series E, secondary variety, Lower Rhineland or Frisia.
Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr).
Thelnetham, Suffolk, 1992. M/d find, findspot recorded on the Suffolk SMR.

Weight: 1.14g (17.6gr). Die-axis: 90°.

166. Sceat, Series F, BMC 24a, North 61.
Obv. pseudo-legend. 'Helmeted' head to right.
Rev. pseudo-legend. Cross on steps with a large annulet by ends of upper limbs.
Weight: 1.19g (18.3gr). Die-axis: c. 270°.
Chelmsford, near, Essex, autumn 1993. Found by Mr Wardell.
The same site as no. 191.

Obv. 'porcupine' to right, x below.
  Obv. pseudo-legend. 'Helmeted' head to right, a line of three pellets before face.
  Rev. pseudo-legend. Cross on steps with a large annulet by ends of upper limbs; no pellets in field.
  Weight: 0.99g (15.3gr). Die axis: 0°.
  Same dies as NCirc April 1992, 1761.
  G.T.D.

  Weight: 0.99g (15.2gr). Die-axis: 180°.
  J.A.D.

  Weight: 1.17g (18.0gr).
  J.A.D.

  Obv. stylised facing head with cross below, surrounded by seven pellet-in-circles with a pellet between each.
  Rev. bird to right, pellet-in-circle above and below head, additional pellets in field.
  Weight: 0.78g (15.1gr). Die-axis: 90°.
  Isle of Wight, summer 1993. Found by Mr B. White.
  For other coins from this site see note at no. 148.
  M.A.A.

171. Sceat Series J.
  Weight: 0.86g (13.2gr). Die-axis: 180°.
  Struck on a rather thin and lightweight flan.
  M.J.C.

172. Sceat, Series K, BMC 32a, North 90.
  Obv. diademed bust r., with hand holding cross.
  Rev. wolf, well-formed body, with four legs.
  Weight: 1.00g (15.4gr).
  Alderton, Suffolk, 1992. M/d find, findspot recorded on Suffolk SMR. From the same site as no. 220.
  The obverse is too corroded to determine the style of the bust, but the reverse associates it with Metcalf and Walker's group AB. The wolf is similar to that on BMC 151, with fore- and hind-legs, but teeth are shown in the jaw and a line of pellets runs over the top of the head.
  M.A.S.B.J.J.N.

173. Sceat, Series K, BMC 32a, North 90.
  Weight: 1.08g (16.6gr). Die-axis: 270°.
  Barham, Kent. M/d find by Mr G. Hall, 1993.
  D.H.

  Obv. man standing on curved surface (boat?), head right, holding two long crosses.
  Rev. wolf-serpent, coiled clockwise, tongue curled down, pelleted serpent outside wolf's body.
  Weight: 1.12g (17.3gr), dark patina, very base. Die-axis: 0°.
  From the same site as nos 159, 182 and 233.
  M.A.S.B./M.J.B.

  Obv. epa in well-formed retrograde runes, read inwards.
  Radiate head to right, A behind.
  Rev. standard: TT/1I around annulet, tufa above, cross below and an unbarred A at each side.
  Weight: 0.99g (15.3gr). Die-axis: 0°.
  M.A.A.

176. Sceat, Series R derivative, East Anglia?
  Obv. pelleted square with an annulet in the centre and three pellets at each side, surrounded concentrically by a pelleted circle and a pelleted circle with a pellet-in-annulet interrupting it at the four cardinal points.
  Rev. devolved standard in the form of a pelleted square with diagonal pelleted cross with one pellet in each angle; tufa above the square, three pellets below and a Latin cross at either side, all within a pelleted circle.
  Weight: 0.83g (12.8gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown).
  Eyke, near Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1992. Precise findspot on Suffolk SMR.
  Same types (with minor differences) as CR 1987, no. 92 from East Dean, Sussex.
  M.A.A./J.N.

177. Sceat, Series R derivative.
  Obv. voided cross moline with a pellet in each angle and at the end of each arm with a plain circle and beaded outer circle.
  Rev. double beaded square with beaded cross diagonally with three pellets in each angle; tufa(?) between two pellets at each side.
  Weight: 1.10g (16.9gr). Die-axis: 45° (as shown).
  Isle of Wight, summer 1993. Found by Mr B. White.
  For other coins from this site see note at no. 148.
  This coin is from different dies, but is very similar to examples of the type found at Tilbury and Fordwich (shown at the BM; to be published by other students).
  M.A.A.

178. Sceat, Series R.
  Weight: 1.08g (16.6gr).
  Burnham Market, Norfolk, site 18496. M/d find, 1993.
  J.A.D.

179. Sceat, Series R, late variety.
  Weight: 1.06g (16.3gr).
  J.A.D.

Obv. female centaur.

Rev. wolf-whorl.

Weight: 0.96g (14.8gr).


Obv. female centaur.

Rev. wolf-whorl.

Weight: 0.96g (14.8gr).


Obv. three-quarter-length facing figure, head right, holding two crosses.

Rev. cross crosslet over plain cross.

Weight: 1.13g (17.4gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown).

Bentley, near Ipswich, Suffolk, 1993. Same site as no. 147. Precise findspot in Suffolk SMR. From the same site as nos 159, 174 and 233. David Barrett’s classification from his PhD thesis is set out in Metcalf T&S 2, p. 279.

182. Sceat, Series X, BMC 31, Barrett var. A.b/A, Danish?, c. 715-30?

Obv. devolved diademed bust to right.

Rev. pseudo legend. Single pelleted square with plain diagonal cross with three pellets in each angle.

Weight: 1.10g (17.0gr). Die-axis: 90°.

Bassingbourne, near, Cambs., October 1993. M/d find, findspot recorded confidentially. From the same site as nos 159, 174 and 233.

183. Sceat, 'Saroaldo' group, BMC 2b, North 44.

Obv. pseudo legend. Single pelleted square with plain diagonal cross with three pellets in each angle.

Rev. +CVDRED REX CANT.

Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr). Die-axis: 180°.

Great Mongeham, Kent. M/d find by Mr C.L. Clarke, 12 September 1993.

184. Sceat, Series D, type 2c.

Weight: 1.17g (18.0gr). Die-axis: 0°.

'Mid-Essex'.

185. Sceat, Series D, type 8 var.?

Weight: 0.98g (15.1gr).

'Mid-Essex'.

186. Sceat, 'porcupine'. Series E.

Weight: 1.16g (17.9gr).

'Mid-Essex'.


Obv. +IOTAMVS IPIIIPAT, cross and four pellets.


Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr), incomplete. Die-axis: 40°.


Coins such as this, with a somewhat blundered obverse inscription, were regarded by Van Gelder as Frisian imitations, but S. Coupland ('Dorestad in the ninth century: the numismatic evidence', JMP 75 (1988), 5–26 at pp. 15, 18–22) has persuasively argued that they are official issues of Dorestad.

188. Charles the Bald, 840–77, denier, Melle, as MEC 923 ff.

Weight: not recorded.


189. Cuthred of Kent, BMC 5, North 211, moneyer Duda.

Obv. +CVDRED REX CANT.

Rev. +DVDA MONETA.

Weight: 1.08g (16.6gr). Die-axis: 90°.

Burgh Castle, Norfolk, site 13227 (reportedly). M/d find. April 1993.


Obv. +O F F AR EX in angles of cross botonnée with quatrefoil in centre.

Rev. E O B A (reading inwards) in angles of a celtic cross with an 'arrow' on each limb and a small cross, with a pellet in each angle, in the centre.

Weight: 1.12g (17.25gr). Die-axis: 270°.

Pitt, Hants., 1991. Found by Mr R. Elphinstone. For other early coins from the same site see no. 296 and CR 1987, 1991 and 1992. These coins and the other later coins from Pitt not appropriate to the Coin Register will be published together locally in due course.


Obv. OFFA/REX in two lines, divided by a pelleted line with cross ends.

Rev. EML/UALd (d inverted) in two lines, divided by a pelleted line with cross ends.

Weight: 1.06g (16.3gr). Die-axis: 90°.

Chelmsford, near, Essex. September 1993. Found by Mr D. Wardell. Same site as no. 166.

Same dies as Blunt 56 (SCBI Copenhagen 56).


Obv. +O F F AR EX in angles of cross botonnée with quatrefoil in centre.

Rev. E O B A (reading inwards) in angles of a celtic cross with an 'arrow' on each limb and a small cross, with a pellet in each angle, in the centre.

Weight: 1.12g (17.25gr). Die-axis: 270°.

Pitt, Hants., 1991. Found by Mr R. Elphinstone. For other early coins from the same site see no. 296 and CR 1987, 1991 and 1992. These coins and the other later coins from Pitt not appropriate to the Coin Register will be published together locally in due course.

Later Anglo-Saxon Coins

189. Cuthred of Kent, BMC 5, North 211, moneyer Duda.

Obv. +CVDRED REX CANT.

Rev. +DVDA MONETA.

Weight: 1.08g (16.6gr). Die-axis: 180°.

Burgh Castle, Norfolk, site 13227 (reportedly). M/d find, April 1993.

J.A.D.

Later Anglo-Saxon Coins


Obv. +O F F AR EX in angles of cross botonnée with quatrefoil in centre.

Rev. E O B A (reading inwards) in angles of a celtic cross with an 'arrow' on each limb and a small cross, with a pellet in each angle, in the centre.

Weight: 1.12g (17.25gr). Die-axis: 270°.

Pitt, Hants., 1991. Found by Mr R. Elphinstone. For other early coins from the same site see no. 296 and CR 1987, 1991 and 1992. These coins and the other later coins from Pitt not appropriate to the Coin Register will be published together locally in due course.

G.T.D.


Obv. OFFA/REX in two lines, divided by a pelleted line with cross ends.

Rev. EML/UALd (d inverted) in two lines, divided by a pelleted line with cross ends.

Weight: 1.06g (16.3gr). Die-axis: 90°.

Chelmsford, near, Essex. September 1993. Found by Mr D. Wardell. Same site as no. 166.

Same dies as Blunt 56 (SCBI Copenhagen 56).

Obv. Of FA RE X in the angles of a cross composed of a lozenge with a large pellet in a pelleted circle in the centre and at each of the angles of the lozenge. 

Rev. ecbald in runes within an oblong panel with indented ends, interlace ornament above and below. 

Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr). Die-axis: c. 70°. 

Wenhaston, Suffolk, 1993. 

This coin may be compared with other East Anglian coins which show the name of the moneyer Eadnoth also set out in runes on a simpler panel, e.g. that published by C.E. Blunt and G. Van der Meer in BNJ 38 (1969), 182-3. The Wenhaston coin is illustrated here both in its state when found (as shown at the BM) and after flattening (from photographs by courtesy of Mr D. Chuck).

M.M.A.


Obv. +OFFA KE+ (round O; only parts of FA and + visible). Bare-headed, curled-hair bust breaking inner circle of large pellets which ends with a curved line echoing the curve of the shoulders. 

Rev. E O B A (square O). 

Weight: 0.81g (12.5gr), incomplete. Die-axis: c. 270°. 

Leatherhead, near, Surrey, 1992. Found by Mrs Lesley Pickard. Same site as nos 197, 223 and 259. 

The obverse style, although striking, is rather crude but not from the same die. 

Different dies to those cited in BLS.

M.M.A.


Obv. +OFFA between two lines across centre, M above, REX below. 

Rev. OSMOD between two lines across centre, identical ornamentation top and bottom. 

Weight: 1.32g (20.3gr). Die-axis: 90°. 


N.G.R.


Obv. +OFFA between two lines across centre, M above, REX below. 

Rev. OSMOD between two lines across centre, different ornamentation top and bottom. 

Weight: 1.37g (21.1gr). Die-axis: 270°. 


D. H.

Correction. Coin Register 1992 (BNJ 62), nos 255–256. These two coins of Offa are of the same obverse type, but not from the same die. 

M.M.A.

196. Coenwulf of Mercia, Tribrach type, North 342, moneyer uncertain. 

Central fragment only of coin survives. 

Great Mongeham, Kent. M/d find by Mr D. Waxman, 12 September 1993. 

(Not illustrated).

D.H.


Obv. COENVLF between two pelleted lines broken with hooked ends in the centre, REX F below and M above, a trefoil of pellets at each side of the M and after the F. 

Rev. DI O LA between the arms of a bone-ended tribar with a row of pellets along each arm. 

Weight: 1.28g (19.7gr). Die-axis: 0° (as shown). 

Leatherhead, near, Surrey, 1992. Found by Mr T. Pickard. For other coins from this site see note at no. 193.

198. Coenwulf, Portrait/Pincer Cross type, Group IV, BLS 46, North 347, Canterbury (unsigned), moneyer Weheard. 

Obv. +COENVVLF REX M. 

Rev. +PERHEARDI MONETA (IE and NE ligulate). 

Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr), chipped. Die-axis: 90°. 


Different dies to those cited in BLS (except reverse of ‘Baldwin 1951’ not checked).

M.M.A.


Obv. BVRGRED REX. 

Rev. MON I CENRED I ETA in three lines with two hooked lines between, the hooked ends here have an additional small crescent added. 

Weight: 1.46g (22.5gr). Die-axis: 180°. 

Severn Stoke, Worcs., 1992. The precise findspot is on confidential record in the Vale of Evesham Historical Society and in the BM. This coin and the next were found on the same site but about a hundred metres apart. 

M.E.


Obv. +TATA ETA (trefoil of pellets after final A). 

Rev. MON I +TATA ETA (trefoil of pellets after final A). 

Weight: 1.30g (20.3gr), chipped. Die-axis: 0°. 


M.E.

201. Beonna of East Anglia, BMC i, North 430, moneyer Efo. 

Obv. BEONNA REX (partly runic). 

Rev. +E F E in angles of beaded cross. 

Weight: 1.00g (15.4gr). Die-axis: 0°. 

Quiddenham, Norfolk. M/d find, 1993.

*Obv.* +ÆDELSTAN. A with line above in centre.

*Rev.* +TORHTELML. Cross pattée with a pellet in each angle within inner circle.

Weight not recorded.

Warcham, near, Dorset, 1993. Illustrated from a pencil rubbing.

203. Æthelweard of East Anglia, *BMC* 21, North 452, moneyer Æselhem.

*Obv.* \[ÆDEL\]PARD R\[EX\].

*Rev.* +ÆDEL\[E\]NELIN. Weight: 1.08g (16.6gr), chipped. Die-axis: 270°.


204. St Edmund Memorial, broken fragments of a penny, East Anglia, moneyer Daegmund, c. 895-900.

*Obv.* +S[C]ADMVND RE. A with a trefoil of pellets at both (prob.) sides.


Weight: 0.95g (14.6gr), incomplete. Die-axis: 0°.

Little Cornard, near Sudbury, Suffolk. Precise findspot in Suffolk SMR.

Same obverse die as *BMC* 322.


*Obv.* +SC EADMVND RC, around a seriffed A.

*Rev.* +ADRADVS VVONE, cross.

Weight: 1.21 g (18.7gr). Die-axis: 250°.

Weeting, Norfolk, c. 1980. Shown by Mr David Palmer, who had been told that this and no. 206 had been found at Weeting.


*Obv.* +SC EADMVND RC, around a seriffed A.

*Rev.* +ADRADVS VVONE, cross.

Weight: 1.21g (18.7gr). Die-axis: 250°.

Weeting, Norfolk, c. 1980. Shown by Mr David Palmer, who had been told that this and no. 206 had been found at Weeting.

207. Æthelwulf, Phase I, Non-portrait issue, *BMC* V, North 596, Canterbury, moneyer Osmund, 839–c. 843?

*Obv.* +ÆDELVLF REX. Cross pattée over cross pattée saltire.

*Rev.* ‹OSMVND MONETA (N and E ligulate), in centre, SAX I ONIO I RV M in three lines.

Weight: 1.22g (18.8gr). Die-axis: 90°.

Pump Hill, St Osyths, Essex, 1993. Found by Mr R. Sippitt and shown at the Department of Coins and Medals by Mr N. Jacobs, BM.


*Obv.* +ÆDELVLF X (sic no first E or RE). Double-struck.

*Rev.* +DIRM / MONBE (retrograde) on arms of cross, T, A, O, omega in the angles.

Weight: 1.06g (16.4gr). Die-axis: 180°.


This coin is of poor style, with tall, thin lettering unlike the normal coins of the type. The defective obverse and the abnormal reverse readings, poor production technique and low weight together suggest that it is not official. The moneyer’s name reads DIRM. If the final letter was really an intentional part of the name, it would support his identification with Diarmod who later produced coins of the same type for Æthelberht. It is possible however that it merely reproduces the M of MONETA which usually appears after the normal DIAR on regular dies.


*Obv.* +JOWEARD RE.,

*Rev.* +JOR[ ]MON].

Weight: 1.63g (25.1gr), corroded and incomplete. Die-axis: 225°

Burnham Market, Norfolk, site 18496. M/d find, 1993.


*Obv.* +EADRED RE.,

*Rev.* +ASRER MONEB.

Weight: 1.03g (15.9gr), chipped. Die-axis: 270°.

Hindringham, Norfolk, site 34909. M/d find, 1993.

Cf. *SCBI* 34, 694, but different dies.

211. Edggar, Bust Crowned type, *BMC* v, North 750, moneyer Folchard.

*Obv.* +GAR R[ ]

*Rev.* +FOLCHA[ ]

Weight: 0.85g (13.1gr), incomplete and bent. Die-axis: 180°.


212. Eadgar, Bust Crowned type, *BMC* v, North 750. Fragmentary penny or chipped cut half-penny?

*Obv.* EADGAR R[ ]

*Rev.* +SIB[ ]TAE.

Weight: 0.62g (9.5gr), fragment. Die-axis: 0°.


J.A.D.
   Rev: +ÆTH. [ ] GLOX.
   Weight: 0.69g (10.6gr). Die-axis: 90°.
   Bredfield, near Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1993. Same site as no. 138. Precise findspot in Suffolk SMR.

214. Æthelred II, Crux type, BMC iiia, North 770, Lincoln, moneyer Unbein.
   Obv: +ÆDELRLÆD REX ANGL.
   Rev: +VNBEIN M-0 LINC.
   Weight: not recorded.
   Lincolnshire (no further details). Found by Mr T.A. Smythe. Illustrated from the enlarged image sent to BM, October 1993.

215. Æthelred II, Crux type, BMC iiia, North 770, only area within the inner circle present, so mint and moneyer uncertain.
   Weight: 0.49g (7.6gr), incomplete.
   Alum Chine Beach, Dorset, 1992. Found by Mr M. Clarke.
   The edge is broken (not cut) and is patinated so the loss of the area between the outer and inner circles is ancient and probably accidental, although decorative use of this central portion of the coin in jewellery remains possible.

   Obv: +ÆDELRLÆD REX ANGL.
   Rev: +PVLFPRINE M-0 ON OXN.
   Weight: 1.55g (23.9gr). Die-axis: 10°.
   West Walton, Norfolk, site 25853. M/d find, May 1993.

217. Æthelred II, cut farthing, Long Cross type, BMC iia, North 774, mint and moneyer uncertain.
   Obv: +ÆDELRLÆD REX ANGL. (N and G ligulate, N transversely-barred).
   Rev: [ ] JBERI [ ].
   Weight: 0.43g (6.6gr).
   Oxborough, Norfolk, site 1021. M/d find, July 1993.

218. Æthelred II, Helmet type, BMC viii, North 775, Lydford, moneyer Bruna.
   Obv: +ÆDELRLÆD REX ANGL. (N and G ligulate).
   Rev: +BRVNA M-O LYIDA.
   Weight: 1.36g (20.9gr). Die-axis: 270°.
   From the same dies as the other recorded specimens, e.g., Brettell 451; FEJ 551.

219. Æthelred II, Helmet type, BMC viii, North 775, York, moneyer Ulfcetel.

   Obv: +ÆDELRLÆD REX AN[ ].
   Rev: +SIPO[ ] M'GIPESPIC.
   Weight: 1.37g (21.1gr), fragment. Die-axis: 270°.
   Alderton, Suffolk, 1992. M/d find, findspot recorded on the Suffolk SMR (ADT 024). From same site as no. 172.

   Obv: +CNV: / T REX A:-.
   Rev: +GODRIC ON LVND-.
   Weight: 0.84g (13.0gr), chipped. Die-axis: 0°.
   Lakenheath parish, Suffolk, 1990. M/d find, from the same site as no. 301.

222. Cnut, Short Cross type, BMC xvi, North 790, Lincoln, moneyer Leofa or Leofheah?
   Obv: +CNVT I [ ] CX:
   Rev: [ ] NA ON LIN[ ].
   Weight: 0.48g (7.4gr). Die-axis: 180°.
   Leatherhead, near, Surrey. Found by Mr T. Pickard. For other coins from this site see note at no. 193.

223. Cnut, cut halfpenny, Short Cross type, BMC xvi, North 790, Lincoln, moneyer Mana.
   Obv: + CNVT I [ ] CX:
   Rev: [ ] JNA ON LIN[ ].
   Weight: 0.48g (7.4gr). Die-axis: 180°.
   Leatherhead, near, Surrey. Found by Mr T. Pickard. For other coins from this site see note at no. 193.

224. Cnut, cut halfpenny, Short Cross type, BMC xvi, North 790, Thetford, uncertain moneyer.
   Obv: +[ ] RECX.
   Rev: [ ] JN DEOD:-.
   Weight: 0.50g (7.7gr), chipped. Die-axis: 180°.
225. Harold I, cut farthing, BMC v, North 803, mint and moneyer uncertain.
   Rev. [JERT].
   Weight: 0.26g (4.0gr).
   Oxborough, Norfolk, site 1021. M/d find, March 1993.
   J.A.D.

226. Harold I, Fleur-de-Lis type, BMC v, North 803, Lincoln, moneyer Sumerleda.
   Rev. +SVMERLE ON IC.
   Weight: 0.79g (12.1gr).
   Jo.B.

   Obv. +EDPA I RDE (sic - no R before second E).
   Rev. +EDEPI ON LVND (ND ligulate).
   Weight not recorded.
   Stony Stratford, Bucks., summer 1993. A local find reported by Mr P. Woodfield.
   M.M.A.

228. Edward the Confessor, Short Cross type, BMC ii, North 818, Tamworth, moneyer Bruning.
   Obv. +BRVNNIC ON TA.
   Weight: 1.02g (15.7gr). Die-axis: 0°.
   This appears to be the first coin of this type known for the mint. The same site also produced a tenth-century silver gilt pin very similar to one in the Ashmolean Museum (D.A. Hinton, Catalogue of the Anglo-Saxon Ornamental Metalwork 700-1100 in the Department of Antiquities, Ashmolean Museum (Oxford, 1974), p. 9, no. 3; pl.IV.3).
   D.J.S.

   Weight not recorded.
   Ogbourne St George, Wilts., 1991. Found by Mr L.J. Gibb. For other coins from this site see next coin and no. 180.
   (Not illustrated).
   T.M.S.

230. Edward the Confessor, cut farthing, Pacx type, BMC iv, North 813, mint and moneyer uncertain.
   Edward the Confessor, cut halfpenny, Expanding Cross type, BMC v, North 820, mint and moneyer uncertain.
   Obv. [ JDEPE[ ], Rev. +RI[ ].
   Weight: 0.23g (3.5gr).
   Ogbourne St George, Wilts., 1991. Found by Mr L.J. Gibb. For other coins from this site see previous coin and no. 180.
   (Not illustrated).
   T.M.S.

231. Edward the Confessor, cut halfpenny, Expanding Cross type, BMC v, North 820. mint and moneyer uncertain.
   Obv. [ JRD REX.
   Rev. +I CH(?).
   Weight: 0.54g (8.3gr). Die-axis: 180°.
   West Walton, Norfolk, site 25853. M/d find, May 1993.
   J.A.D.

   Obv. +EDPAR[ ]D REX.
   Rev. +E[ ]IPU ON GRANT[EN].
   Weight: 0.91g (14.0gr), fragment. Die-axis: 270°.
   Die-duplicate of SCBI Cambridge 875.
   M.A.S.B./S.J.S.

233. Edward the Confessor, Sovereign/Eagles type, BMC ix, North 827, mint and moneyer uncertain.
   Obv. [ JDEPEAR ].
   Rev. [ ]NEO[ ].
   Weight: 0.5lg (7.6gr, fragment).
   D.H.

234. Edward the Confessor, Facing Bust/Small Cross type, BMC xii, North 830, mint and moneyer uncertain.
   Weight: 0.24g (3.7gr).
   Bawsey, Norfolk, site 25962. M/d find, 1993.
   J.A.D.

236. William I, Canopy type, BMC III, North 843, Lincoln, moneyer Outhgrim.
   Obv. +PLEMV S REX (sic - I omitted).
   Rev. +OHGRIM ON LINC.
   Weight: 1.30g (20.1gr). Die-axis: 45°.
   The moneyer is not recorded in Mossop or elsewhere in the type at Lincoln; otherwise he is known at the mint only in BMC II.
   M.M.A.

   Rev. +GOODSRAND ON SC.
   Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr).
   Jo.B.
COIN REGISTER

238. William I, Profile/Cross and Trefoils type, BMC VII, North 847, Colchester, moneyer Wulfwine.
Obv. +PVLFNIE ON COL.
Rev. +PVLFPINE ON COL.
Weight: 0.94g (14.5gr). Die-axis: 0°.
One other specimen recorded: SCBI II, Stockholm 37.

239. William I, Profile/Cross and Trefoils type, BMC VII, North 847, Christchurch, moneyer Coleman.
Obv. +PILLELM REX.
Rev. +COLEMAN ON TPI.
Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Weston, Herts., autumn 1993. Found by Mr P. Hing.
Different dies from BMC 475, the only other recorded example.

Rev. +IELFPIINE ON [N].
Weight not recorded.

241. William II, cut halfpenny, Profile type, BMC I, North 851, Winchester, moneyer Edwine(?).
Obv. +HENRIC REX.
Rev. +[ ] PINCE.
Weight: 0.47g (7.2gr).

Rev. [ ] JNE ONCOL (N and C ligatured).
Weight: 0.68g (10.5gr). Die-axis: 0°.

Obv. +HENRI REX.
Rev. +GODPINE ONDEF. N and D ligatured, E of DEF blundered. Rev. legend starts at bottom, if PAX in field is the right way up.
Weight: 1.24g (19.1gr). Die-axis: 0°.

244. Henry I, Annulets and Piles type, BMC IV, North 860, Colchester, moneyer Aelfward.
Obv. +HENRIC REX.
Rev. +ÆLFPARD ONCOL (N and C ligatured).
Weight: 1.18g (18.2gr). Die-axis: 320°.
London. M/d find from spoil excavated at Thames waterfront building site ("Thames Exchange"), 1989.
New type and moneyer for the mint. A unique coin of BMC VII in Doubleday (Glen. 8 June 1988, 673) may be the same moneyer. Types of Henry I previously recorded at Colchester: BMC I, II, III, VII, XIII, XIV.

245. Henry I, Double Inscription type, BMC XI, North 867, Winchester, moneyer Aelfwine.
Rev. +ÆLFPIINE ON PINCE.
Weight not recorded.

Rev. +[ ] GHILE[ ].
Weight: 0.60g (9.2gr). Fragment. Die-axis: 270°.
From the same dies as the two other recorded specimens (SCBI 20 (Mack), 1536 and "Beauvais", lot 10, now in N.M.W.).

247. Henry I, Pellets in Quadrilateral type, BMC XIV, North 870, Dorchester, moneyer Osbern.
Obv. [ ] RICVS RE:
Rev. +OS[B]ER[N ON] DORECE:
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr). Die-axis: 325°.
Ware, near, Herts., 1993. Found by Mr P.T. Boustred.
Same reverse die as BM 1975-8-25, 201 ex Lincoln hoard and others; obverse die not noted.

248. Henry I, Pellets in Quadrilateral type, BMC XIV, North 870, Thetford, moneyer Aeus.
Obv. +[ ] E[N] RICVS R:.
Rev. +AI[CVS: ON: TE]TFOR:
Weight: 1.34g (20.7gr). Die-axis: c. 225°.
St Yrrap, Notts., summer 1993. Found on farmland.
Die-duplicate of BM 1944-4-1, 279, W.A. Brooke bequest.

Rev. +EDGAR ON LVNDE.
Weight: 1.36g (20.9gr).

Rev. +BALDEPIN. O[ ].
Weight: 1.12g (17.2gr).

251. Henry I, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type, BMC XV, North 871, Winchester, moneyer Saiet.
Obv. +[ ] HCI: ON: [P ].
Rev. [ ] SAIET: ON: P[ ].
Weight: 1.29g (19.9gr). Die-axis: 270°.
Ringwould, Kent. M/d find by Mr D. Barwell, June 1993.

252. Henry I, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type, \textit{BMC} XV, North 871, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 1.13g (17.4gr).

253. Henry I, cut halfpenny, Quadrilateral on Cross Fleury type, \textit{BMC} XV, North 871, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 0.66g (10.1gr).

\textit{Obv.} [+STIEFNE] RE.
\textit{Rev.} [+ADEGA] E.
Little Mongeham, near Deal, Kent. M/d find by Mrs V.M. Murphy, December 1992.

\textit{Obv.} [+STIEFNE] R.
\textit{Rev.} [+EVSTA] NOR.
Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Marlow, Bucks, 12 September 1992. M/d find in a ploughed field on the outskirts of Marlow (findspot recorded confidentially). Information by courtesy of Mr Michael Kirk and Dr D.M. Metcalf.

\textit{Obv.} [+STIEFNE] R.
\textit{Rev.} [+EVSTA] NOR.
Weight: 1.28g (19.8gr). Die-axis: 270°.

\textit{Obv.} [+STIEFNE] R.
\textit{Rev.} [+EVSTA] NOR.
Weight: 1.27g (19.6gr). Die-axis: 260°.

\textit{Obv.} [+WILLI] ON.
Weight: 0.77g (11.9gr).

\textit{Obv.} [+STIEFNE]RE [ ] (room for X, also illegible on die-duplicate).
Weight: 0.68g (10.5gr).

\textit{Obv.} [+S] (possibly just STIEFNE, no title). Engraved S.
Weight: 0.93g (14.3gr). Die-axis: 180°.
Pulcetspury, near Northants., summer 1993. Found by Mr L. Jones.

The reverse reading of \textit{BMC} 238 (different dies) is uncertain and the coin is unlocated in Mack. Here the \textit{NO} of the mint signature is clear and the final letter is almost certainly an h, not an R. An attribution to Northampton is supported by the findspot. The e in the moneyer’s name is clear, followed by the bases of two uprights; the space between the faint initial cross and the \textit{E} would fit four letters better than two or three. The moneyer is probably Willem, named on the other known coin (\textit{SCBI} Midlands, 724, different dies) whose mint is illegible.

261. Stephen, fragment of Voided Cross Moline type, Mack, S uncertain areas I, 213a, Southampton, moneyer W....
\textit{Obv.} [+STIEFNE] (punched letters).
Weight: 0.62g (9.5gr), incomplete. Die-axis: 90°.
Blandford, near Dorset. Found by Mr M. Clarke.

This coin’s reverse type associates it with the \textit{SANSON ON ANT} group which many recent finds in Hampshire and surrounding areas have securely associated with Southampton rather than Canterbury. The reverse inscription of the present coin, from an irregular die, is blundered, but the mint signature on the Mack specimen (from different dies) reads \textit{ANT}. The moneyer’s name is illegible beyond \text{W} on both.

262. Stephen, contemporary forgery of Cross Moline type, \textit{BMC} I.
\textit{Obv.} [+STI] [ ] RE: (the last E has only central horizontal). Crowned bust of crude style, to right.
\textit{Rev.} [.JINTI] [ ] (N transversely-barred).
Weight: 0.53g (8.2gr).

The dies were made with punches but the curious style, apparently illiterate legends, very low weight and visibly base metal suggest a forgery rather than a local issue.
263. Stephen, Cross Pattee type, BMC II, North 878, Dover, moneyer Adam. 
Rev. +AD[ ]OFRE. 
Weight: 0.34g (5.2gr), fragment. Die axis: 190°. 
See Mack, BNJ 35, no. 57y. 

Rev. +GAHAN: ON: O[ ]. 
Weight: 0.53g (8.2gr), corroded. 

265. Stephen, cut halfpenny, Cross and Fleurs type, BMC III, Stamford, moneyer uncertain. 
Rev. +[ ]N STA. 
Weight not recorded. 
A new type for the mint. Hitherto, only two mints, Huntingdon and Northampton, were known to have struck type BMC III of Stephen. 

266. Stephen, irregular, Midland and S.W. area, Mack 181, Oxford, moneyer Adam. 
Rev. +A[ ]OX:. 
Weight: 0.81g (12.5gr). 

267. Stephen, fragment of Mack, S Midlands and South-Western Area group, nos 181–3, mint and moneyer uncertain. 
Obv. [ ]ST[ ] Crowned bust to right, rosette of pellets in front. 
Rev. [ ]N [. Cross patti with a pellet in each angle. 
Weight: 0.67g (10.3gr), incomplete. 

Rev. +RANDV[ ]LVN. 
Weight: 1.18g (18.2gr). 

269. Stephen, Cross Fleury type, BMC VI, North 879, Rochester, moneyer Robert? 
Lakenheath parish, Suffolk. 1991. M/d find from the same site as no. 299, but different from no. 256. 
The mint is otherwise unknown; see the short article elsewhere in this volume, where the coin is illustrated. 

Obv. +STIEF[ ] 
Rev. +TOMAS: ON LVNDE. 
Weight not recorded. Die-axis: 0°. 

Rev. [ ]NDE[ ] The letter after the E appears to have an upright stroke. 
Weight: 1.27g (19.5gr). 

Weight: 0.43g (6.6gr), fragment. The coin is unworn. 

Rev. +RANDV[ ]R(?). 
Weight: 0.68g (10.5gr). Die-axis: 190°. 
A new type for the moneyer Randulf at Colchester, only previously recorded for BMC II. The mint name may end with a letter S (COLECS), or R (COLER). 

274. Stephen, cut halfpenny, Cross Pommée type, BMC VII, North 881, mint and moneyer uncertain. 
Weight: 0.24g (3.7gr), severely clipped. 
Flixton, North Yorkshire. (Not illustrated). 

Weight: 0.67g (10.3gr). 
Grimston, Norfolk, site 11789. M/d find, May 1993. 

276. Henry of Northumberland, Stewart Type I, North 912, Corbridge, moneyer Erebald. 
Obv. hENRIC ERL. 
Rev. +EREBALD: ON COREB: 
Weight: 1.01g (15.6gr). Die-axis: 45°. 
Great Mongeham, Kent. M/d find by Mr B. Skeats, 11 September 1993. 

277. Matilda (Maud), type as Stephen BMC I, Mack, S 234b (same dies), Oxford, moneyer Swetig. 
Obv. MA[ ]IL[ ]: I[ ]M[ ]. 
Rev. +S[ ]IE[ ]ON: O[ ]. 
Weight: 0.63g (9.6gr). Die-axis: 180°. 
278. Matilda (Maud (?)), type as Stephen BMC I, mint and moneyer uncertain.

Obv. [ ] R: (? – the tail of the R is legible).
Rev. [ ] D[ ] (?)
Weight: 0.62g (9.5gr), incomplete. Die-axis: 0° approx.
Monsa, Gwent, in excavations at 43–47 Monnow Street by the Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological Trust in 1989 (find 164, context 425).

This coin appears to belong to the coinage of the Angevin party in the Bristol/South Wales region, both from its crude and characteristic die-engraving and from the use of ‘DE’ in place of ‘ON’ in the reverse legend. The issuer, moneyer and mint cannot be identified with certainty at present, since a die-duplicate has yet to be found. A possible identification is Matilda (Maud the Empress), with obverse reading IMPERATR:, as Mack, S 230; the reverse suggests a moneyer with R as third or fourth letter. Turchil of Bristol is a likely candidate, since although the coin is distinctly double-struck there appears to be a curved letter following the R, followed in turn by signs of several vertical uprights (he is the moneyer of Mack 230). Excavations at 69 Monnow Street in 1988 (by the Monmouth Archaeological Society) produced also a corroded fragment of a penny in debased silver, of the SANSON ON ANT group. The Monmouth coin series goes back to William II, BMC V, but a hoard of Ethelred II CRVX pennies, published in this volume, has been found nearby.

E.M.B.

Weight: 1.36g (21.0gr).
Wreningham, Norfolk, TM 19NE 96. M/d find, June 1993.

J.A.D.

280. Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby type, class C, North 956, mint and moneyer uncertain.

Rev. [ ] DA[ ] (?)
Bawsey, Norfolk, site 25962, c78. M/d find 1993.

J.A.D.

281. Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby type, class D, North 956/9, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 0.60g (9.2gr).
Bawsey, Norfolk. M/d find, October 1993.

J.A.D.

282. Henry II, Tealby type, class E, either Canterbury, moneyer Goldhauvo or London, moneyer Godfrey or Godwin.

Obv. [ ]
Rev. +CO[ ] (N)
Weight: 0.99g (15.3gr). Die-axis: 300°.
Burgh Castle, Norfolk. M/d find by Mr Sprayson, 1993.

D.J.S.

283. Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby type, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 0.54g (8.3gr).
Bawsey, Norfolk. M/d find, October 1993.

J.A.D.

284. Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby type, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 0.50g (7.7gr).

J.A.D.

Weight: 0.79g (12.2gr).

J.A.D.

286. Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby type, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 0.45g (6.9gr).
Wreningham, Norfolk, site TM 19NE 96. M/d find, July 1993.

J.A.D.

287. Henry II, cut halfpenny, Tealby type, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 0.59g (9.1gr), base and silver plated.
Coltishall, Norfolk, site TM 22 SE 103. M/d find, June 1993.

J.A.D.

288. Henry II, cut farthing, Tealby type, mint and moneyer uncertain.
Weight: 0.29 (4.4gr).
Ashill, Norfolk. M/d find, October 1993.

J.A.D.

Weight: 0.31g (4.7gr).

J.A.D.

290. Edward IV, penny, Durham, King’s Receiver, North 1544, local dies.

Obv. [ ] WARD’REX A[ ]
Rev. CIVI I TAS I DO[ ] ( ), with extra pellet in lower right angle and rose in centre.
Weight: 0.71g (10.9gr). Die-axis: 90°.

N.G.R.

291. Scotland, David I, cut halfpenny, Group IVb, Carlisle, moneyer Erebald; cf. Stewart fig. 6.

Obv. +[ ] ( )
Rev. +EREBA[ ]
Weight: 0.62g (9.5gr). Die-axis: 0°.

C.P.B.

Weight: 0.37g.
(Not illustrated).

C.P.B.


295. Metz, petit denier, twelfth century, exact type not in Ghyssens. Obv. rosettes in place of legend. Standing figure to right holding a crozier. Rev. METO. Long cross pattee with a pellet in annulet in each angle within inner circle. Weight: 0.32g. Winsall Down, near Winchester, Hants., 1991, same site as no. 267. Found by Mr M.J. Sleeman. G.T.D.

296. Flanders, petit denier, first period, mid-twelfth century, money Simon, Ghyssens no. 10. Obv. two overlapping fleurs-de-lys with star above and triangle below. Rev. +SIMON. Cross pattee with an annulet and a crescent in alternate angles. Weight: 0.40g. Pitt, Hants., 1991, same site as no. 190 and earlier finds there cited. Found by Mr R. Elphinstone. G.T.D.


301. Namur, William (1337–91), sterling, Méraude, Mayhew 361. Weight: 0.87g (13.4gr), chipped. Lakenheath parish, Suffolk, 1990. M/d find from the same site as no. 221. M.A.S.B./M.J.B.


303. Burgundy, Philip the Bold (1363–1404) or John the Fearless (1404–19), billon engrogne, Dumas 13–7 var. or 14–12. Obv. [ ]:COM:BVRG (trefoil stops), crowned shield (Old Burgundy). Rev. MONE[TA:ANGR]OGRIE, cross with lion-shield overlaid. Weight: 1.19g, chipped. Blythburgh, near, Suffolk, 1992. M/d find, findspot recorded on Suffolk SMR. From the same site as no. 306. This type was struck for both Philip the Bold and John the Fearless: the duke's name is not legible on this specimen. However, the trefoil punctuation suggests that of Dumas 14–12, suggesting that the coin is one of John. It is a rare coin and an unusual find for England. M.A.S.B./J.N.

305. Venice, Francesco Foscari (1423–1457), grosseto.
Venice, Francesco Foscari (1423–1457), grosseto. 
Weight: 1.44g.
(Not illustrated).

C.P.B.

Venice, Antonio Priuli (1618–23), soldo or 12 bagattini, base billon, CN V VIII, p. 79, no. 181. 
Weight: 1.91g.
Blythburgh, near, Suffolk, 1992. M/d find, findspot recorded on the Suffolk SMR. From the same site as no. 303.
Blythburgh, near, Suffolk, 1992. M/d find, findspot recorded on the Suffolk SMR. From the same site as no. 303.

M.A.S.B./J.N.

307. Copper-alloy ‘bracteate’. 
Copper-alloy ‘bracteate’. 
Pseudo-legend in imitation of moneyer-mint formula; voided cross, with pellet in each angle. 
Twelfth–thirteenth centuries?
Twelfth–thirteenth centuries?
Weight: 0.91g.
Weight: 0.91g.
‘Norfolk’.
‘Norfolk’.
The size and fabric are similar to Edwardian jettons, but an earlier date is likely, and a decorative, rather than numismatic function possible.

M.J.C.